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Abstract
Misinformation spread presents a technological and social
threat to society. With the advance of AI-based language
models, automatically generated texts have become diffi-
cult to identify and easy to create at scale. We present “The
Rumour Mill", a playful art piece, designed as a commen-
tary on the spread of rumours and automatically-generated
misinformation. The mill is a tabletop interactive machine,
which invites a user to experience the process of creating
believable text by interacting with different tangible controls
on the mill. The user manipulates visible parameters to ad-
just the genre and type of an automatically generated text
rumour. The Rumour Mill is a physical demonstration of the
state of current technology and its ability to generate and
manipulate natural language text, and of the act of starting
and spreading rumours.
Author Keywords
Misinformation; NLP; rumour spread; critical design.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→ Human computer in-
teraction (HCI); •Computing methodologies→ Natural
language generation;
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Introduction and contribution
Identifying and verifying misinformation, rumours, and in-
formation is difficult, compounded by the emergence of
AI-generated1 texts which can be so believable as to be
be indistinguishable from human-written text. This presents
profound social issues, as the spread of misinformation and
rumours can have serious consequences. With The Ru-
mour Mill we make the process of rumour creation explicit
by inviting users to manipulate tangible controls, which al-
ter parameters of an AI-generated rumour. In this way, the
mill is an opportunity to inform users, as they get to expe-
rience for themselves the current possibilities in creating
believable rumours automatically. The prototype makes re-
cent advances in natural language generation visible and
accessible to a broad audience, while also making the act
of starting and sharing a rumour overt and tangible.
Figure 1: The Rumour Mill makes
the process of creating rumours by
means of NLP technology explicit,
by letting users interact with
tangible controls that alter
parameters for the generated text.
Video demonstration:
youtu.be/L7HBenbJWMw
Background
The creation and spread of intentionally false and mis-
leading claims undermines social processes of sharing
information and collective decision making. Since society
shifted to the internet as its main information source, it has
been much easier to become a news publisher. The sub-
sequent proliferation of information sources has made it
easy for inauthentic information to subvert, distract from,
and undermine mainstream, authoritative news. This brings
risks. Misinformation has played a role in recent political
processes; the 2016 US Election and the Brexit vote both
showed signs of interference and misinformation [4, 9].
People spread misinformation and rumours for a variety of
reasons. Some share false stories in order to gain atten-
tion; others in order to blend in with a group sharing stories
1Strictly speaking, the recent slew of text generation models are not
AI because they are not intelligent. Rather, we use this term to situate our
methods within the AI research domain.
(particularly in the wake of disasters [1, 7]); and malicious
actors will also seed and propagate false narratives, to ma-
nipulate opinion or simply to sow dissent and wreak havoc.
However, this is always a covert process.
A further challenge presented by the diversification of infor-
mation sources is that the origin of a claim becomes less
clear, and thus so does its veracity. To address this, many
fact-checking agencies have appeared around the world to
organise against and monitor false claims.2 However this
work is Sisyphean; false claims abound, and the cost of
creating new ones is very low. In contrast, the effort need to
verify a claim or rumour is high, involving expert skills and
having few technological tools to help [10, 2].
Compounding this, automatic tools for generating coher-
ent and believable text have recently become much more
proficient [8]. Some are rated by humans as better at pro-
ducing believable, quality text than human authors [12]. The
risk this technology presents has been considered so great
that the release of some models was embargoed to give
research time to catch up with identifying such text [8]. The
extra load presented to fact-checkers by this renewable,
tireless source is potentially huge.
By making the rumour seeding process publicly visible and
explicit, this no longer is a covert process conceived of by
the rumour’s spreader, but instead a public process; and by
making the rumour a tangible object labelled with its source,
the spread of the rumour and identification of its nature be-
come explicit. At the same time, people interacting with
these rumours should know that the rumours are automat-
ically generated, exposing them to current text generation
technology and potentially enhancing their ability to spot
automatically-generated or other suspicious claims.
2E.g. the IFCN, https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
Demo set-up
Figure 2: The interaction panel of
the mill displaying the input
parameters.
Figure 3: Example rumours
printed by the Rumour Mill.
A wooden and transparent plexiglass box contains a com-
puter and printer and offers a number of input controls.
The computer manages rumour generation and delivers
rumours via the printer. The input controls allow users
to specify or tune the rumour they would like to create,
through different modalities (i.e. a potentiometer, a 12-step
switch and a toggle switch). The rotary lever is used to ini-
tiate rumour generation, explicitly evoking the metaphor of
milling, cf. a rumour mill, co-opting the idiom for a “process
in which a group or network of persons originate or promul-
gate gossip and other unsubstantiated claims."3 The ru-
mour is then printed on a thermal printer, together with the
input settings, and can be thrown away, brought home as a
souvenir, or shared on a bulletin board next to the machine.
The mill is made to be large enough that it is awkward to
operate covertly. This brings rumour production into an act
that is not only tangible for the instigator, but also visible
for those nearby. Printed output is marked clearly as being
a rumour, both making it easy to source and thus refute,
as well as ensuring we are not creating potentially harmful
printouts – an important ethical point, and best-practice in
reporting of misinformation [5].
Power is supplied externally, and rumour generation occurs
remotely, as the hardware required to generate this amount
of text in real-time is large, noisy, difficult to transport, and
warm (therefore not so welcome in the mill itself). However,
the mill can store a cache of rumours locally to allow it to
operate through temporary network drops.
Technology
Rumours produced via the Rumour Mill are generated de-
pendent on three user-specified parameters: 1) Rumour
3From https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/rumor_mill
wackiness: The user specifies how wacky or conventional
the story should be; 2) Rumour genre: The user specifies
a genre of the rumour; and 3) "When": The user specifies
if the rumour should be from the past, the present, or the
future. These buttons are placed on a panel as the main
interface of the mill (Figure 2).
These inputs are converted to control codes and hyper-
parameters for a CTRL language model [6]. The “wacki-
ness" corresponds to the “temperature" of the language
model, where a low-wackiness story will make low-risk
word choices that more closely resemble the training data
of the CTRL language model, and a high-wackiness story
will have more unusual words and thus express less-likely
terms, actions, entities and phrases. The genre is described
through control codes. The selected available genres are:
politics; conspiracy theory; science news; CNN business;
Entertainment Tonight; Daily Mail health; Fox Sports; Inde-
pendent world news; celebrity gossip; CHI tweets; Russia
Today; and a Random setting. The “When" switch sets the
time period from which a story comes and is determined by
including a date in CTRL’s Links control code: contempo-
rary stories come from within the twelve months up to today,
past stories from the decade before that period, and future
ones from twelve months from tomorrow.
The rumour text generation itself is a two-step process.
When a rumour is requested by “milling" (turning the lever
of the mill) and after a user has manipulated the param-
eters, firstly a headline is requested from a GPT-2 [8] in-
stance. GPT-2 is a high-quality language model that can
be fine-tuned to produce a particular kind of text. We tuned
it to produce claims and headlines, based on titles from
Snopes, Politifact, and Emergent articles [11, 3]. This fine-
tuning ensures that headline-style text is generated. Sec-
ondly, the headline is used as a seed for another language
model, CTRL [6]. The CTRL model provides a number
of control codes that condition the generated text. In this
case, the text is tuned to fit the user-input parameters and
to continue on from the headline. CTRL thus generates a
fluent story that matches the requested style, based on the
headline claim from GPT-2. The output from a milling is one
printed rumour, including headline and news blurb.
Conclusion
Automatically generated text can be used for creating and
spreading misinformation and rumours, which can be ex-
tremely difficult to identify and verify. The Rumour Mill is a
playful object of commentary on the process of artificially
generating and manipulating believable rumours. In inter-
acting with The Rumour Mill, the piece provides an overt
experience of what is possible with AI-generated texts.
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